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Dear Friends, 

Welcome to our newest S-Gauge catalog! I’m sure our American Flyer fans over 
recent years have noticed the rich expansion of S-Gauge offerings by Lionel.  
This includes many new offerings in our Traditional line of engines, cars, and 
accessories decorated in brand new paint schemes and popular road names. 
Our S-Gauge line also includes a growing line of exquisitely-detailed S-Scale 
models which we strive to be the best that’s offered in the world of 1:64 scale. 
So whether you’re an operator of Scale, Traditional or both, Lionel hopes there is 
something for everyone! 

S operators will be happy to see the return of the ES44AC diesel in 2014.  
Following last year’s colorful Norfolk Southern Heritage diesels, this year you’ll 
have the chance to order the ES44AC decorated in familiar, modern railroad 
paint schemes. Check out page 6 for these newest offerings.

In addition to a variety of new railroad names offered on our scale Cylindrical 
Hoppers, Lionel has added a second 1:64 scale freight car to our "S" product 
offerings. In 2014 we’re introducing a 1:64 scale 57’ Mechanical Refrigerator Car 
to the American Flyer line made from all-new tooling! A common modern freight 
car fitting for the 1960’s to the present, this scale reefer will be a sweet addition 
to any modern diesel consist. You can find all our scale freight cars starting on 
page 16.

As you see featured on the catalog cover and on page 22, The Polar Express 
is coming to S-Gauge in 2014! There’s no better time than the movie’s 10th 
Anniversary in 2014 to bring this world-popular Christmas story to life in 
S-Gauge.  

You have lots to choose from in the Traditional line of American Flyer. Beginning 
on page 26, the classic Baldwin switcher and ALCO PA’s have returned in some 
classic paint schemes. For rolling stock, make sure to check out new Waffle-
sided boxcars on page 32, offered for the very first time in the American Flyer 
line. And there’s no shortage of new decorations on a wide variety of freight 
cars that have been a staple in the Flyer line for many years.  

Many train fans have been anxious to see even more S-Gauge Fastrack offered 
in the American Flyer by Lionel catalog. In 2014, you’ll see we’ve added even 
more pieces including an Earthen Bumper, Uncoupling FasTrack, and one with 
a third Activator Rail to allow you to use some classic operating cars on your 
FasTrack layout. And don’t forget to look at four new add-on track packs that 
are spotlighted on page 46. 

As always, we appreciate your passion for model railroading and the support of 
our American Flyer line. Have fun with your trains in 2014!

Club Membership  
For more than 35 years, The Lionel 
RailRoader Club has provided its 
members with exclusive Lionel news, 
special promotions, merchandise 
discounts, and  
Lionel catalogs. This is your 
opportunity to join thousands of 
others in this  
legendary club.

To join online, or to print out an 
application, visit www.lionel.com/lrrc
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AN INTRODUCTION TO S-GAUGE RAILROADING

SPEAKING THE LANGUAGE

GAUGE
On the real railroad as well as toy trains, 
gauge refers to the distance between the 
outside rails of the track. In S-Gauge, 
the distance between the rails is about 
7/8”, compared to 1 ¼” found on O-Gauge 
track systems. Any S-Gauge car can run 
on S-Gauge AF FasTrack or traditional 
American Flyer S-Gauge track, as long 
as the minimum curve of your track 
layout can accommodate your particular 
cars and locomotives (see Minimum 
Curve below).

SCALE
Scale measures the relationship between a model and the real thing. 
Most S-Gauge cars measure about 1:64 scale (which equals 3/16” to a 
foot). This relationship is approximate for the Traditional American Flyer 
line of locos and cars. In the American Flyer S Scale line, locos and cars 
are made to be as exact as possible to 1:64 scale, and they may require 
a wider minimum track curve because of their larger size.

TRADITIONAL vs. SCALE 
The American Flyer S-Gauge line is divided up into two main categories 
– Traditional S-Gauge and S-Scale. Both lines can be run together if 
Minimum Curve requirements allow. Generally, the difference is a matter 
of size and the level of accurate detail. Scale locos and cars are often 
larger in size and more highly detailed in comparison to Traditional 
ones. Check out the top of each page in this catalog to see if the items 
you’re interested in are distinguished as TRADITIONAL or SCALE items. 

MINIMUM CURVE
All cars and most engines are designed to travel on an S-Gauge circle of 
track with a minimum diameter of 36”. However some S-Scale locomotives 
might require a wider minimum curve to operate. This measurement is 
very useful in purchasing track, locomotives, and rolling stock that are all 
compatible with one another. In this catalog, you’ll see that every engine 
and rolling stock item has been designated with a Minimum Curve rating.

S-GAUGE TRACK SYSTEMS
Your American Flyer engine or car can run on any track system that 
is designated as S-Gauge. This includes the original S-Gauge track 
system originally produced by A.C. Gilbert that’s still popular today.

Additionally, Lionel now offers the innovative AF FasTrack™ track 
system that’s more realistic than any other system – and easy to use. 
Curves, straights, and switches are all found in this catalog. You’ll also 
be able to purchase a transition track piece that allows you to connect 
your original Flyer track with the new AF FasTrack track system. 

PRODUCT FEATURES

FLYERCHIEF™
This revolutionary new control system allows you to operate your 
FlyerChief™ equipped locomotives on your layout using a remote 
control or via a conventional transformer. The FlyerChief™ engine’s 
offer enhanced sound, long distance control,  AC/DC compatibility, 
and allows you to run multiple engines at one time. With the flip of a 
switch you can dictate whether the engine is controlled via transformer 
control or remote.  Easy to use, with many features including chuff 
sounds that are in sync with your engine, and a three button remote to 
activate user controlled announcements and engine sounds. 

TRANSFORMER CONTROL
All American Flyer locomotives – from the most sophisticated to the 
most basic – can be controlled by a standard transformer. Even older 
AC transformers can run our most advanced models.

LEGACY™  CONTROL SYSTEM
This revolutionary control system allows you to run your LEGACY 
Control System-equipped locomotive just like a real engineer 
runs his trains. With its enhanced sounds and 100 speed 

steps, this system allows properly equipped engines to function with 
unparalleled options. The CAB-2 Remote Controller has an LCD screen 
display, vibration that simulates the effort of the locomotive, and other 
exciting operating features.

AF SPEED CONTROL
Slow speed and start-up operation are smooth and steady with 
AF Speed Control. Watch your locomotive as it creeps through the 
yard or fights up a grade without hesitation.

DCC ENABLED
Our new American Flyer locomotives equipped with LEGACY 
can also read DCC signals. The locomotive will automatically 
look for the DCC signal and, if present, will operate on DCC 

with no additional work required by the operator. Program your 
American Flyer locomotive with your DCC system as you would any 
other decoder.  The operator’s manual for each locomotive will list all 
of the DCC features it supports.” Also compatible with conventional 
DC.

ELECTROCOUPLER™ (LEGACY, DCC, TMCC® required)
Open these couplers anywhere on the layout without uncoupling 
track sections. The CAB-1, CAB1-L, or CAB-2 Remote Controller 

activates the ElectroCouplers. Also, be sure to listen for authentic 
sounds of the coupler in operation with the RailSounds sound system.

WIRELESS TETHER™ CONNECTION
Looking to enhance the appearance of Lionel steam 
locomotives, we developed the exclusive infrared Wireless 

Tether connection so that the locomotive and tender can 
communicate without cumbersome wiring between the units.

TRACTION TIRES
One or more of the driving wheels are fitted with rubber tires for 
extra pulling power and stability for hauling long strings of cars. 
Traction tires grip the rails, enhancing tractive effort.

RAILSOUNDS® SOUND SYSTEM
Widely regarded as the industry standard, the impressive 
RailSounds sound system brings the real sounds of the 

railroad to your layout. From the mechanical symphony of the 
locomotives, to the horn and whistle sounds that you trigger, you will 
be impressed by the digitally recorded samples of these special and 
authentic sounds.

SMOKE
Fan-driven smoke units provide a steady flow of smoke and puffing 
smoke units create short blasts of smoke as the locomotive moves 
along the track. For the most realistic smoke effects, synchronized 
smoke units coordinate the blasts of smoke with the revolution of the 
drivers and the DynaChuff sounds of the locomotive.

DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING
The headlights of Command Control equipped diesel
locomotive shut off when in reverse and the rear light or
headlight of a second diesel will then illuminate. In Command Control 
equipped steam locomotives, the headlight remains illuminated in 
forward or reverse operation. Additionally in reverse, the tender back-
up light will shine on tenders equipped with that feature.

GLOWING FIREBOX AND FLICKERING FIREBOX
A red glow steadily emanates from the firebox inside of the cab of 
Lionel steam locomotives equipped with the glowing firebox. Steam 
locomotives equipped with a flickering firebox create the illusion of a 
live fire “flickering” within.

VARIABLE ASHPAN GLOW
Start up an American Flyer steam locomotive equipped with this 
feature and look for a red glow on the outside of the locomotive 
between the ashpan and firebox. As speed increases, the light  
grows brighter, simulating the increased draft onto the fire.

O-Gauge S-Gauge

TRADITIONAL (S-Gauge)
• Usually based on classic American Flyer designs
• Approximate scale proportions
• Perfect additions to traditional collections
• Can run on any S-gauge track curve (unless noted otherwise)

SCALE (S Scale)
• Accurate reproductions of rolling stock and locomotives
• Scale proportions
• Super-detailed with many separately applied parts
• Check the Minimum Curve requirement for each car or locomotive

Traditional 
S-Gauge

AF
FasTrack™

®
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A.

2-8-8-2 Steam Locomotives
2-8-8-2 STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
The massive 2-8-8-2 locomotives were designed for hauling coal 
and freight up steep grades, and the N & W kept its fleet in top 
performing condition at its Roanoke Shops. These locomotives 
were fed a steady diet of hard work on challenging terrain 
until the Federal Government ordered Norfolk and Western to 
sell some of them to other railroads that were experiencing 
locomotive shortages due to the war effort.

Locomotive Feature:
•  LEGACY™ Control System equipped — able to run in 

LEGACY Control Mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode, 
or Conventional mode with standard transformer

•   AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive 
operate smoothly and consistently over grades and through 
curves 

A. 6-48198 Norfolk & Western #2020 $999.99
B. 6-48197 ATSF #1797  $999.99
 6-48178 ATSF #1795 (Not Shown) $999.99
C. 6-48182 Virginia #741 $999.99
D. 6-48181 Union Pacific #3672 $999.99

• LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 -  CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements, each 

with different scenarios depending on whether the locomotive 
is in motion or stopped

 -  Six official preset speeds with CrewTalk dialog
 -  DynaChuff™ synchronized chuffing that shifts through 15 

levels of intensity as the locomotive gains speed
 -  LEGACY ‘Real-Time Quilling Whistle’ control with instant 

response for realistic signature ‘quilling’ and correctly timed 
warning signals

 -  Single hit or continuous bell sounds
• 1:64-scale tooling
•  Wireless Tether™ connection between locomotive  

and tender
• Two powerful motors with momentum flywheel
• ElectroCoupler™ on rear of tender
• Operating headlight and classification lights
•  Directional lighting, including backup light on rear  

of tender

• Illuminated number boards
• Interior illumination in cab
• Die-cast metal locomotive body, frame, and trucks
• Traction tires
• Opening hatches
• Synchronized fan-driven smoke unit
• Separately applied metal details
• Separately applied builder’s plates
• Cab window glass
• Variable ashpan glow
• Flickering firebox
• Engineer and fireman figures
• Die-cast metal tender body and trucks
• “Doghouse”-style tender on N&W
• Prototypical road-specific details
• Length: Approx. 21 ½"
• Minimum Curve: S-36 diameter
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B.

C.

D.

S Scale Steam
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®

A.

NEW

B.

NEW

ES44AC SCALE LEGACY DIESELS

QUANTITIES PRODUCED!

LEGACY POWERED LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE:
•   LEGACY™ Control System equipped—able to run in LEGACY 

Control mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode, Conventional 
mode with a standard transformer or DCC mode

•   DCC enabled—the locomotive will automatically look for the DCC 
signal and, if present, will operate on DCC with no additional work 
required by the operator

•   AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive operate 
smoothly and consistently over grades and through curves

•   LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 -   CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements, each with 

different scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is in motion 
or stopped 

 -   Eight diesel RPM levels
 -   LEGACY “Real-time Quilling Horn” control with instant response for 

realistic signature ‘quilling’ and correctly timed warning signals
 -   Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
 -   Independently adjustable volume control
•   Two powerful maintenance-free motors with momentum flywheel
•   Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
•   Mounting holes and support plate for scale couplers (scale couplers 

sold separately)
•   American Flyer ‘Pivoting Pilot’ allows the locomotive to navigate tight 

curves and look more realistic
•   Supports switch to Lionel scale wheels (640-9879-625 Available Now!)
•   Operating headlight
•   Illuminated number boards
•   Operating ditch lights
•   Illuminated cab interior
•   Traction tires
•   Metal frame
•   Fan-driven smoke unit
•   Die-cast metal trucks, pilots, and fuel tank
•   Separately applied metal details
•   Cab window glass
•   Engineer and conductor figures 
• 1:64-scale
•   Minimum Curve: S-36
•  Length: 14”
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E.

D.

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW

C.

F.

A. 6-42580 BNSF #6438 $529.99 NEW! 

 6-42581 BNSF #6423 (Not Shown) $529.99 NEW! 

B. 6-42582 Canadian Pacific #8744 $529.99 NEW!

 6-42583 Canadian Pacific #8730 (Not Shown) $529.99 NEW!

C. 6-42584 CSX #924 $529.99 NEW!

  6-42585 CSX #937 (Not Shown) $529.99 NEW!

D. 6-42587 KCS #4696 $529.99 NEW!

E. 6-42586 KCS #4692 $529.99 NEW!

F. 6-42588 Union Pacific #7523 $529.99 NEW!

 6-42589 Union Pacific #7494 (Not Shown) $529.99 NEW!

S Scale Diesels
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®

A.

LEGACY POWERED LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE:
•   LEGACY™ Control System equipped—able to run in 

LEGACY Control mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode, 
Conventional mode with a standard transformer or DCC mode 

•   DCC enabled—the locomotive will automatically look for 
the DCC signal and, if present, will operate on DCC with no 
additional work required by the operator 

•   AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive 
operate smoothly and consistently over grades and through 
curves

•   LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 -   CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements, each with 

different scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is in 
motion or stopped 

 -   Eight diesel RPM levels
 -   LEGACY “Real-time Quilling Horn” control with instant response 

for realistic signature ‘quilling’ and correctly timed warning 
signals

 -   Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
 -   Independently adjustable volume control
•   Two powerful maintenance-free motors with momentum flywheel
•   Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
•   Mounting holes and support plate for scale couplers           

(scale couplers sold separately)
•   American Flyer ‘Pivoting Pilot’ allows the locomotive                 

to navigate tight curves and look more realistic
•   Supports switch to Lionel scale wheels  

(640-9879-625 Available Now!)
•   Directional headlight
•   Illuminated number boards
•   Operating ditch lights

                         Norfolk Southern Heritage 
S Scale ES44AC Diesel Locomotives
The colorful Heritage paint schemes of Norfolk Southern provide some of the most handsome engines on the modern rails.                        
Each special scheme commemorates the rich history and heritage of Norfolk Southern's predecessors. 

•   Illuminated, detailed cab interior
•   Traction tires
•   Metal frame
•   Fan-driven smoke unit
•   Die-cast metal trucks, pilots, and fuel tank
•   Separately applied metal details
•   Cab window glass
•   Engineer and conductor figures 
• 1:64-scale
•   Minimum Curve: S-36
•  Length: 14”

Non-Powered Locomotives Feature:
•   Metal frame
•   Die-cast metal trucks and fuel tank
•   Front and rear operating couplers
•   Separately applied metal details
•   Pivoting pilot
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C. E.

D.

A. 6-42542 Central of Georgia #8101 $529.99

    6-42543 Central of Georgia Non-Powered #1833 (Not Shown) $269.99

B. 6-42544 Conrail #8098 $529.99

    6-42545 Conrail Non-Powered #1976 (Not Shown) $269.99

B.

C. 6-42546 Interstate #8105 $529.99

    6-42547 Interstate Non-Powered #1896 (Not Shown) $269.99

D. 6-42548 Lehigh Valley #8104 $529.99

    6-42549 Lehigh Valley Non-Powered #1847 (Not Shown) $269.99

E. 6-42550 Nickel Plate Road #8100 $529.99

    6-42551 Nickel Plate Road Non-Powered #1881 (Not Shown) $269.99

S Scale Diesels
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®                       Norfolk Southern Heritage 
S Scale ES44AC Diesel Locomotives
A. 6-42552 Norfolk & Western #8103 $529.99

    6-42553 Norfolk & Western Non-Powered #1838 (Not Shown) $269.99

B. 6-42554 Pennsylvania #8102 $529.99

    6-42555 Pennsylvania Non-Powered #1846 (Not Shown) $269.99

C. 6-42556 Southern #8099 $529.99

    6-42557 Southern Non-Powered #1894 (Not Shown) $269.99

D. 6-42560 Monongahela #8025 $529.99

    6-42561 Monongahela Non-Powered #1901 (Not Shown) $269.99

E. 6-42558 Norfolk Southern #8114 $529.99

    6-42559 Norfolk Southern Non-Powered (Not Shown) #1982 $269.99

S E E  PA G E  8 - 9  F O R  E S 4 4 A C  F E AT U R E S

(Sold separately, available through customer service)

S U P P O R T S  S W I T C H  T O  L I O N E L  S C A L E  W H E E LS

A.
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B.

C.

E.

D.

P O W E R E D  A N D  N O N - P O W E R E D  E N G I N E  AVA I L A B L E  F O R  E A C H  R O A D  N A M E

L E G A C Y,  R A I LS O U N D S ,  E L E C T R O C O U P L E R S  O N  P O W E R E D  U N I T S

S Scale Diesels
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U33C S SCALE DIESEL locomotives
A.

C.

B.

LEGACY POWERED LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE:
•  LEGACY™ Control System equipped — able to run in LEGACY 

Control mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode, or 
Conventional mode with a standard transformer

•   AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive 
operate smoothly and consistently over grades and through curves

• LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 -  CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™  announcements,  each with 

different scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is in 
motion or stopped

 - Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog 
 - Eight diesel RPM levels
 -  LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with  instant response 

for realistic signature ‘quilling’ and correctly timed warning signals
 - Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
 - Independently adjustable volume control
• Two powerful motors with momentum flywheel
• Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
• Directional headlight
• Operating marker lights on front and rear
• Illuminated number boards
• Illuminated cab interior
• Traction tires
• Die-cast metal frame
• Fan-driven smoke unit
• Die-cast metal trucks, pilots, and fuel tanks
• Separately applied metal details
• Detailed cab interior
• Cab window glass
• Engineer and conductor figures
• 1:64-scale
• Minimum Curve: S-36
• Length: Approx. 14"

A.  6-42516 Milwaukee Road #5705 $479.99

B.  6-42513 Delaware & Hudson LEGACY #761 $479.99

C.  6-42515 Penn Central LEGACY #6560 $479.99



®

sd70ACe s SCALE DIESEL locomotives
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LEGACY POWERED LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE:
•  LEGACY™ Control System equipped — able to run in 

LEGACY Control mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode, 
Conventional mode with a standard transformer or DCC mode

•   DCC enabled—the locomotive will automatically look for the DCC 
signal and, if present, will operate on DCC with no additional work 
required by the operator

•   AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive 
operate smoothly and consistently over grades and through curves

• LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 -  CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ announcements,  each with 

different scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is in 
motion or stopped

 - Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog 
 - Eight diesel RPM levels
 -  LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with  instant response 

for realistic signature ‘quilling’ and correctly timed warning signals
 - Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
 - Independently adjustable volume control
• Scale Tooling
• Two powerful motors with momentum flywheel
• Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
• Directional headlight
• Operating marker lights on front and rear
• Illuminated number boards
• Illuminated cab interior
• Traction tires
• Metal frame
• Fan-driven smoke unit
• Die-cast metal trucks, pilots, and fuel tanks
• Separately applied metal details
• Detailed cab interior
• Cab window glass
• Engineer and conductor figures
• Scale wheels available in Customer Service 640-9879-625
• Minimum Curve: S-36
• Length: Approx. 14"

A.

B.

C.

A.  6-48169 Kansas City Southern #4042 $479.99

B.  6-48171 BNSF #9344 $479.99

C.  6-48166 Union Pacific "Building America" #8348 $479.99

2013 AWARD 
WINNING SD70ACE



®
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Four new Norfolk Southern Heritage engines in the American Flyer S Scale line to complete the series! A powered and non-powered unit 
are both available for each SD70ACe roadname. A scale cylindrical hopper is also dressed in each unique paint scheme. 

LEGACY POWERED LOCOMOTIVES FEATURE:
•   LEGACY™ Control System equipped—able to run 

in LEGACY Control mode, TrainMaster® Command 
Control mode, Conventional mode with a standard 
transformer, or DCC mode 

•   DCC enabled—the locomotive will automatically 
look for the DCC signal and, if present, will operate 
on DCC signal and, if present, will operate on DCC 
with no addictional work required by the operator

•   AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your 
locomotive operate smoothly and consistently over 
grades and through curves

•   LEGACY RailSounds® sound system featuring:
 -  CrewTalk™ dialog and TowerCom™ 

announcements, each with different scenarios 
depending on whether the locomotive is in motion 
or stopped

 -  Eight diesel RPM levels
 -  LEGACY “Real-time Quilling Horn” control with 

                      Heritage Series S Scale SD70ACe 
diesel locomotives

A.

instant response for realistic signature ‘quilling’ and 
correctly timed warning signals

 -  Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
 -  Independently adjustable volume control
•   Two powerful maintenance-free motors with 

momentum flywheel
•   Front and rear ElectroCouplers™
•   Mounting holes and support plate for scale couplers 

(scale couplers sold separately)
•   American Flyer ‘Pivoting Pilot’ allows the locomotive 

to navigate tight curves and look more realistic
•   Operating headlight
•   Illuminated number boards
•   Operating ditch lights
•   Illuminated, detailed cab interior
•   Traction tires
•   Metal frame
•   Fan-driven smoke unit

•   Die-cast metal trucks, pilots, and fuel tank
•   Separately applied metal details
•   Cab window glass
•   Engineer and conductor figures 
• Scale wheelsets available in Customer Service 
  640-9879-625
•   Minimum Curve: S-36
•   Length: Approx. 14

Non-Powered Locomotives Feature:
•   Metal frame
•   Die-cast metal trucks and fuel tank
•   Front and rear operating couplers
•   Separately applied metal details
•   Pivoting pilot
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B.

C.

A. 6-42533 NS Heritage "Savannah & Atlanta" #1065 $479.99

B. 6-42535  NS Heritage "Virginian" #1069 $479.99

 6-42536  NS Heritage "Virginian" Non-Powered #1910 (Not Shown) $239.99

C. 6-42537  NS Heritage "Wabash" #1070 $479.99

 6-42538  NS Heritage "Wabash" Non-Powered #1880 (Not Shown) $239.99
D. 6-48177  UP Heritage  "Missouri Pacific" #1992 $479.99
E. 6-48174  UP Heritage  "Southern Pacific" #1996 $479.99
F. 6-48175  UP Heritage “Denver & Rio Grande” #1989 $479.99

S Scale Diesels

F.

D.

E.
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Features:
• All-new tooling
• 1:64 scale
• Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
•  Underbody mounted fuel reservoirs with fuel fill spout details
• Rotating bearing caps
• Sliding compartment doors reveals diesel engine
• Scale wheelsets & traditional S-Gauge couplers
• Mounting holes for scale couplers (sold separately)
• Separately-applied body and underframe metal details 
• Opening plug-style doors
• Length: Approx. 11"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

*70 Ton Roller Bearing Trucks with Hi-rail 
wheel sets available separately (6-49081)

                      MECHANICAL REFRIGERATOR CARS

A.

57' MECHANICAL REEFERS
In the 1960’s, railroads’ aging ice reefers were replaced by fleets of modern Mechanical 
Refrigerator Cars. As manufacturers like Pacific Car & Foundry and Western Fruit Express 
developed more efficient ways to keep perishables fridge-fresh when transported by rail, 
these modern diesel-powered cars became a common and colorful sight on America’s 
rails.

Under the American Flyer banner, Lionel is proud to add 57' Mechanical Reefer to its 
expanding fleet of 1:64 scale American Flyer models. Based on actual drawings from the 
mid-1960’s, the American Flyer 57’ mechanical reefer is designed with brake equipment 
positioned low on the ends, short side and end ladders, and no running board on the 
roof. Our 57' Scale Mechanical Refrigerator Car is a perfect compliment to the many 
modern diesels and scale cylindrical hoppers already available in the American Flyer line. 

1:64
SCALE

SEPARATELY 
APPLIED 
DETAILS

OPENING
DOORS
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Slide open the compartment door to reveal diesel engine

A. 6-48858 BNSF $79.99 NEW!

B. 6-48859 Union Pacific $79.99 NEW!

C. 6-48860 PFE $79.99 NEW!

D. 6-48861 Great Northern $79.99 NEW!

E. 6-48868 Northern Pacific $79.99 NEW!

D.

E.

C.

NEW

NEW

NEW

B.

NEW

S Scale Freight Cars



NEW
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Features
• 1:64 scale
• Scale wheels and trucks
• Operating couplers
• Die-cast metal sprung trucks and operating couplers
• Opening hatches on roof
• Mounting holes for scale couplers (sold separately)
• Separately-hand applied metal details 
• Length: 10 ¼”
• Minimum Curve: S-36

*70 Ton Roller Bearing Trucks with Hi-rail wheel sets available 
separately (6-49081)

A.

B.

                      SCALE CYLINDRICAL HOPPERS
NEW
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A. 6-48862 Government of Canada $79.99 NEW!

B. 6-48863 Canadian National $79.99 NEW!

C. 6-48864 AT&SF $79.99 NEW!

D. 6-48865 Frisco $79.99 NEW!

E. 6-48866 Great Northern $79.99 NEW!

F. 6-48667 Interstate $79.99

G. 6-48659 Savannah & Atlanta $79.99

E.

F.

G.

C.C.

NEW

S Scale Freight Cars

D.

NEW

NEW
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RUNNING YOU S-GAUGE TRAIN SET HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER!
Instant plug-and-play!
This revolutionary new control system 
allows you to operate your FlyerChief™ 
equipped locomotives on your layout using 
a remote control or via a conventional 
transformer. The FlyerChief™ engine’s offer 
enhanced sound, long distance control,  
AC/DC compatibility, and allows you to run 
multiple engines at one time. With the flip 
of a switch you can dictate whether the 
engine is controlled via transformer control 
or remote.  Easy to use, with many features 
including chuff sounds that are in sync with 
your engine, and a three button remote to 
activate user controlled announcements 
and engine sounds. 

Operating your trains has              
never been easier!

• Total control - The “throttle” rotates to 
increase and decrease speed in both 
forward and reverse. 

• Full speed ahead - The red light at the 
top of the remote is a speed indicator; 
steady when in neutral and blinking 
faster as it accelerates.

• Long range reception - Even at a dis-
tance of 60 feet or from another room, 
your FlyerChief remote still operates 
your train!

• Special “Sleep” feature - Helps prolong 
the life of your three AAA batteries.

• Multiple frequencies available, so 
multiple engines can run on the same 

layout at the same time
Realistic sounds!

• Realistic steam chuff sounds are                
in-sync with steam engine’s speed

• High quality speaker housed in the 
tender

• Three sound buttons on the remote to 
control bell, whistle/horn and custom-
ized sounds or announcements that fit 
the theme of each set

Multi-System Operation!
FlyerChief Remote Control locomotives 
can run on any Legacy, TMCC, or 
conventional transformer layout as 
long as 18 volts of power is being 
supplied to the track.

Families can run their 
locomotives at the same 
time and on the same 
track! At 18 volts -- Mom 
or Dad’s LEGACY/TMCC 
engine can be controlled 
with the CAB-1 or CAB-2 
Remote Controller while 
the junior engineer 
commands the FlyerChief 
remote locomotive with 
his or her very own remote 
controller.

New FlyerChief™ 
Features

• Multiple control system
• Enhanced sound
• Long distance control
• AC/DC Compatible
• Easy to set up —                   

easy to operate

                      New for 2014 — 
AF FlyerChief ™  Remote cOntrol System

With FlyerChief™ you get the best of both Lionel power control worlds!
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                  FlyerChief ™

Ready-to Run Sets 2015 Preview

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO PASSENGER SET

NICKEL PLATE ROAD BERKSHIRE FREIGHT SET
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THE POLAR EXPRESS™

Already a cornerstone of Christmas family tradition, The Polar 
Express movie is celebrating its 10th Anniversary and Lionel is 
please to offer this very special set for 2014.

Set Includes:
•    All-new 2-8-4 Berkshire steam locomotive and tender
•  Coach Car 
•   Hot Chocolate Diner Car
•  Observation Car
•   Three pieces of AF FasTrack™ 10” straight, twelve pieces of AF 

FasTrack R20 curve track, one AF FasTrack
• 10” terminal track
• 36-W 18VDC Wall-Pack Power Supply
• LionChief remote control
• Anniversary Golden Ticket
• Santa’s Bell

Locomotive Features:
•  Locomotive with forward, neutral, and reverse operation
•   Die-cast metal locomotive body and frame

•   Durable plastic tender shell and durable plastic tender trucks
• Railsounds® RC sound system with steam chuffing                     

while in motion.
 • Realistic background sounds, whistle and bell                                    

all triggered by remote
• Operating headlight
• Operating coupler on rear of tender
• Fan-driven smoke unit
• Powerful maintenance-free motor
• Two traction tires for added ‘grip’
• Large “Polar” pilot and headlight lens shield

Passenger Cars Feature:
•   Interior illumination
•   Operating couplers on front and rear
•    Decorated drumhead and rounded viewing  

platform on Observation Car
•   Silhouettes in windows
• Underbody detail
• Simulated snow on roof

Remote Features:
• Forward and reverse speed control knob
• Three buttons for whistle sound, bell,                                       

and special freight/crew announcements
• Requires three AAA alkaline batteries 
   (not included)

Set Features:
•   Length: Approx. 50"
•   Minimum Curve: S-36

A.

™



NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
C.

D.
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B.

Add-On Passenger Cars Feature:
•   Die-cast metal sprung trucks and              

operating couplers
•   Interior lighting with ON/OFF switch
•   Metal frames

•   Simulated snow on roof
•   Underbody detail
•   Length: 11 3/4”
• Minimum Curve: S-36

A. 6-49632 The Polar Express® RTR Set Featuring Berkshire $399.99

B. 6-49972 The Polar Express Abandoned Toy Car $69.99NEW!

C. 6-49973 The Polar Express Baggage Car  $69.99 NEW!

D. 6-49882 The Polar Express Girder Bridge $21.99 NEW!

E. 6-49078 The Polar Express® Elf Handcar $99.99 NEW!
THE POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements are
trademarks of and ©Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc.
(s14)

S-Gauge Traditional

Girder Bridge Features:
•   Stamped metal base
• Plastic girder sides

E.

Three Elves from The Polar 
Express work hard to power the 
American Flyer's classic handcar!

Elf Handcar Features:
• All-new The Polar Express           

elf figures 
• Powerful maintenance-free 

motor
• Runs in one direction only
• Length: 4 ½"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

Ready-to-Run Sets
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S-GAUGE SOUTHERN PACIFIC FREIGHT SET
Set Includes:
• 0-6-0 Docksider steam locomotive
• Boxcar
• Single-dome tank car
• Caboose
• Three pieces of AF FasTrack 10” straight, 

twelve pieces of AF FasTrack R20 curve track, 
one AF FasTrack  10” terminal track

• 30W Powermax transformer

Locomotive Features:
• Transformer controlled forward, neutral, and 

reverse operation
• Powerful maintenance-free motor
• Powerful headlight on front and rear
• Operating couplers on front and rear               

of locomotive
• Puffing smoke unit
• Traction tires
• Lockout switch for one direction operation

Rolling Stock Features: 
•   Die-cast metal trucks with operating couplers
•   Opening doors on boxcar
•  Metal ladder and railings on tank car
•   Illuminated caboose

Set Features:
•  Length: 31"
•   Minimum Curve: S-36

A. 6-49634 SOUTHERN PACIFIC DOCKSIDE SWITCHER FREIGHT SET $269.99 

0-6-0 Dockside Switcher Features:
•   Transformer controlled forward, neutral, and 

reverse operation
•   Powerful maintenance-free motor
•   Directional lighting, including operating 

headlight and back-up light
•   Front and rear operating couplers
•   Traction tires
•   Puffing smoke
•   Length: 7 ½" 
•   Minimum Curve: S-36

B. 6-42563 Bethlehem Steel $94.99

C. 6-42564 Reading $94.99

D. 6-42566 American Flyer Lines $94.99

DOCKSIDE SWITCHERS
Available in three road names!



Feature:
• All-new The Polar Express           

elf figures 
• Powerful maintenance-free 

motor
• Runs in one direction only
• Length: 4 ½"
• Minimum Curve: S-36
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A.

C.
B.

D.

S-Gauge Traditional
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A. 6-41942 Youngstown Steel $289.99 NEW! 

B. 6-48165 Minneapolis & St. Louis $289.99

C. 6-42597 Canadian Pacific $289.99 NEW! 

D. 6-42598 Union Pacific $289.99 NEW! 

                        TRADITIONAL 5-GAUGE LOCOMOTIVES
DIESEL SWITCHERS
Three new road names available in 2014! This traditional favorite is a great mover and will pull your rolling stock with pride.

NEW

A.

Baldwin Diesel Switcher Features:
•   Transformer controlled forward, neutral, and reverse operation
• Powerful maintenance-free motor with momentum flywheel
• Directional lighting, including operating headlight and back-up light
• Die-cast metal trucks
• Front and rear operating couplers
• Traction tires
• Metal frame
• Length: 7 ½"
• Minimum Curve: S-36
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B.

C.

NEW

D.

NEW

S-Gauge Traditional



®
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ALCO PA a-A DIESEL Sets

A.

B.

A-A Sets Include:
•   One PA powered and one PA non-powered unit

Both Units Feature:
•  LEGACY™ Control System equipped—able to run in  

 LEGACY Control mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode,  
 Conventional mode with a standard transformer or DCC mode 

•   DCC enabled - the locomotive will automatically look for 
the DCC signal and, if present, will operate on DCC with no 
additional work required by the operator

•   ElectroCoupler™ on front end
•   Die-cast metal trucks and fuel tank
•   Metal frame
•   Fan driven smoke
•   Directional headlight

Powered Unit Also Features:
•  LEGACY RailSounds

®
 sound system featuring CrewTalk™ 

dialog and TowerCom™ announcements, each with different 
scenarios depending on whether the locomotive is in motion or 
stopped

•   Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
•   Eight diesel RPM levels
•   LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with instant quilling 

and correctly timed warning signals
•   Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
•   Sequence Control plays the sound effects of an entire trip, 

including warning sounds and announcements, based on the 
movement and speed of the locomotive

•  AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive 
operate smoothly and consistently over grades and through 
curves

•   Current speed and fuel dialog, refueling sound effects
•   Powerful dual maintenance-free motors
•   Traction tires

Set Feature:
•   Set Length: 26"
•   Minimum Curve: S-36

A.  6-42570 D&H ALCO PA-1 AA Set $649.99 NEW!

B.  6-42573 Southern Pacific ALCO PA-1 AA Set $649.99 NEW!

These impressive engines come equipped with LEGACY™ Command Control, fan-driven smoke, and RailSounds® sound 
system. Travel in style with some of the most brilliant and memorable ALCO PA paint schemes.

NEW

NEW



®
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A.

B.

C.

Texas Special Set Include:
•   One PA powered and one PA non-powered unit

Both Units Feature:
• Die-cast metal trucks and fuel tank
• Metal frame
• Operating headlight
• Tethered link for optimal communication and performance

Powered Unit Also Features:
•  LEGACY™ Control System equipped—able to run in   LEGACY 
Control mode, TrainMaster® Command Control mode,   Conventional 
mode with a standard transformer or DCC mode 

•    DCC enabled - the locomotive will automatically look for the DCC 
signal and, if present, will operate on DCC with no additional work 
required by the operator

•  LEGACY RailSounds
®
 sound system featuring CrewTalk™ dialog 

and TowerCom™ announcements, each with different scenarios 
depending on whether the locomotive is in motion or stopped

•   Six official railroad speeds with CrewTalk dialog
•   Eight diesel RPM levels
•   LEGACY “Real-Time Quilling Horn” control with instant quilling and 

correctly timed warning signals
•   Single hit or continuous mechanical bell sounds
•   Sequence Control plays the sound effects of an entire trip, 

including warning sounds and announcements, based on the 
movement and speed of the locomotive

•  AF Speed Control with On/Off switch lets your locomotive 
operate smoothly and consistently over grades and through curves

•  ElectroCoupler™ on front end
•   Current speed and fuel dialog, refueling sound effects
•   Powerful dual maintenance-free motors
•   Traction tires
• Fan-driven smoke unit
• Traction tire

Set Feature:
•   Set Length: 26"
•   Minimum Curve: S-36

A.  6-48162 Texas Special ALCO PA AA Set $469.99

ALCO PA diesels decorated in the brilliant and famous Texas Special paint scheme! Take a trip with the Texas Special and you’ll be on your way to real railroading excitement.

Texas Special Full Vista Dome Car
• Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers 
• Stamped metal frame
• Window silhouettes
• Unique window configuration on each side 
• Interior illumination
• Dimensions: Length 13 3/8"
• Minimum Curve: S-36
B.  6-49956 Texas Special Full Vista Dome Car $69.99

Texas Special Baggage Car
• Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers 
• Stamped metal frame
• Window silhouettes
• Interior illumination
• Dimensions: Length 13 3/8"
• Minimum Curve: 36" diagram
C.  6-49957 Texas Special Baggage Car $69.99

The texas special
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ERIE STREAMLINED BAGGAGE CAR
Features:
• Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
• Stamped metal frame

• Window silhouettes
• Interior illumination
• Length 13 1/8"

A. 6-49944 $69.99

A.

STREAMLINER baggage and Vista Dome Cars

Passenger Cars On Page 31 Feature:
• Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
• Stamped metal frame
• Window silhouettes
• Interior illumination
• Unique window configuration on each side of car
• Length 13 1/8

• Minimum Curve: S-36

B.  6-49948 Erie $69.99

C.  6-49943 Rio Grande $79.99

D.  6-49958 Santa Fe $69.99

E.  6-49959 Pennsylvania $69.99

FULL VISTA DOME PASSENGER CARS
The full vista dome car features a realistic and distinctive “bi-level” window configuration on one side of the car and single level configuration on the opposite side. 
Perfect add-ons to existing American Flyer® passenger sets
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S-Gauge Traditional

C.

D.

E.

B.
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AMERICAN FLYER LINES 
STOCK CAR
•  Die-cast metal trucks 
• Operating couplers 
• Metal frame
• Opening doors with operating latches
• Length: 8 3/8"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

D. 6-48851 $49.99 

AMERICAN FLYER LINES 
DEPRESSED CENTER FLATCAR
•  Die-cast metal six wheel trucks 
• Die-cast metal body 
• Removable cable reel
• Operating couplers
• Length: 10"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

F. 6-48579 $49.99 NEW! 

U.S. NAVY FLATCAR
•  Die-cast metal trucks 
• Operating couplers 
• Two removable vehicles
• Length: 7 1/8"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

G. 6-48580 $69.99 NEW! 

AT&SF "THE GRAND 
CANYON LINE" BOXCAR
•  Die-cast metal trucks 
• Operating couplers 
• Metal frame
• Opening doors with operating latches
• Length: 8 3/8"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

E. 6-48852 $49.99 NEW! 

TRADITIONAL ROLLING STOCK
WAFFLE-SIDED BOXCARS
A brand new type of boxcar in the American Flyer® line! Waffle-sided boxcars 
earn their name from the distinctive waffle indentations on the boxcar sides. This 
unique pattern of sheathing adds strength to the car and provides an easier way 
to secure big loads in boxcars. The new American Flyer Waffle-sided boxcar is 
offered in three unique roadnames for 2014. 
Features: 
•  All-New boxcar body
•  Die-cast metal trucks
•  Operating couplers
•  Opening doors
•  Length: 8 3/8"
•  Minimum Curve: S-36

A. 6-48832 American Flyer Lines $49.99 NEW! 

B. 6-48856 New Haven $49.99 NEW!

C. 6-48857 Chicago & Northwestern $49.99 NEW!

A.

B.

C.

NEW
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D.

F.

E.

G.

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

S-Gauge Traditional



tank cars and hoppers
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GILBERT DAIRY FLATCAR WITH MILK CONTAINERS 
•   Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers
•   Includes load of two removable containers
•   Length: 9 ½"
•  Minimum Curve: S-36

6-48576 $49.99 

TANK CARS
•  Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers 
• Metal handrails and ladders
• Length: 7 5/8"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

A. 6-48440 Track Cleaning Fluid Three-dome $49.99 

B. 6-48442 AF Lines Single-Dome  $49.99

A.

B.
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tank cars and hoppers

HOPPERS
•  Die-cast metal trucks and operating couplers 
• Removable coal load or gravel load insert 
• Length: 2-Bay 7 3/8"  3-Bay 9"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

C.

E.

D.

F.

C.  6-48637 Santa Fe “Midnight Chief” 2-Bay Hopper $49.99

D.  6-48635 Hershey’s® Special Dark® 2-Bay Hopper $54.99
 © 2014 The Hershey Company. The Hershey’s trademarks and trade dress are used under license

E.  6-48647 #23 Coal 3-Bay Hopper  $49.99

F.  6-48662 #22 Gravel 3-Bay Hopper  $49.99

S-Gauge Traditional
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A.

BOXCARS AND REEFERS
All items shown on Pages 36-37 Feature: 
• Die-cast metal trucks 
• Operating couplers 
• Metal frame
• Opening doors
• Length: 8 3/8"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

A.  6-48836 Boy Scouts of America® “Eagle Scout®” Boxcar $54.99 

B.  6-48835 Cub Scout® Boxcar $54.99 

C. 6-48839 Smoke Cartridge Transport Boxcar $49.99

D. 6-48832 1951 Catalog Boxcar $49.99 

E. 6-48396 Coca-Cola® Christmas Boxcar $54.99

F.  6-48828 Mr. Goodbar® Reefer $69.99 

G. 6-48838 Penguin Seafood Reefer $49.99 

 

BOXCARS AND REEFERS

 Boy Scouts of America®, the Universal Emblem, Boy Scouts™, BSA®, Cub Scout™, Eagle 
Scout®, Pinewood Derby® and Prepared. For Life.™ are either registered trademarks or 
trademarks of the Boy Scouts of America in the United States and/or other countries. 
Manufactured under license from the Boy Scouts of America. All rights reserved.
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B.

C.

E.

F.

D. G.

TM & © The Coca-Cola Company 2014

© 2014 The Hershey Company. The Hershey’s trademarks and trade dress are used under license 

S-Gauge Traditional
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RailSounds® BOXCARS
Add realistic sounds to any of your silent steam or diesel engines! These new operating 
boxcar equipped with RailSounds® brings the realistic sounds of a steam or diesel 
locomotive to your collection.
• Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
• Authentic diesel RailSounds and steam RailSounds
• Metal frame
• Diesel RPM's rev up in motion and rev down at idle
• Steam sounds chuff depending on speed of the train
• User controlled whistle / horn and bell using whistle and bell buttons on transformer
• Install the 9V battery to keep sounds alive when changing direction (or dirty track)
• Railsounds is the BEST sound system in the industry, now you can enjoy it with your AF  
   locomotives from ANY generation!
• Powerful sounds with volume control. Boxcar body creates ideal sound enclosure for great  
   sound volume and quality!
• 9V battery backup (battery not included) 
• Length: 8 3/8" 
• Minimum Curve: S-36 

A. 6-48871 Erie Steam $169.99 NEW!

B. 6-48870 Great Northern Steam 169.99 NEW!

C. 6-49064  NH Diesel $169.99

D. 6-49065  UP Diesel $169.99

D.

C.

B.

A.

NEW

NEW
specialty cars
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H. 6-49082  C&O Coal Dump Car  $79.99  NEW! 

• New & Improved die-cast metal trucks & operating couplers
•  Includes operating contactor, dumping bin, and coal load for 

use with traditional American Flyer track
•  Length 7 7/16"
• Minimum Curve: S-36
• For dump activation on Fastrack layout, see 6-49085  
   Activator Rail on page 45

I. 6-49083  Santa Fe Depressed Center Searchlight Car $79.99  
NEW!

• Illuminated searchlight
• Die-cast metal six-wheel trucks
• Die-cast metal body
• Operating couplers
• Classic A.C. Gilbert reissue
•  Length: 10" 
• Minimum Curve: S-36

J. 6-49084  Pennsylvania Gas Unloading Car  $79.99 NEW!

• New & Improved die-cast metal trucks & operating couplers
• Metal frame and ramp
• Removable gasoline car
• Includes contactor and activation button
• Length: 9"
• Minimum Curve: S-36

E. 6-48854 Boston Federal Reserve $59.99 NEW! F. 6-48847 NYC Federal Reserve  $59.99 G. 6-48848 San Francisco Federal Reserve $59.99

Features:
•   Die-cast trucks with operating couplers
•   Metal frame
•   Bullion load in interior

•   Display windows
•   Length: 8 3/8"
•   Minimum Curve: S-36

MINT CARS 
Loaded with bullion as seen through the display windows, 
this classic mint car fits perfectly in the rich empire of 
American Flyer® S-Gauge!

E. F. G.

H.

NEW

I.

NEW

J.

NEW

S-Gauge Traditional



NEW

NEW
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WINTER STATION
This lighted passenger station is a great place to stay warm 
in the winter time while waiting for the train. Featured on this 
classic building is a lighted interior and simulated snow on 
the rooftop.
• Interior illumination 
• Frosted windows 
• Dimensions: 10” x 7 ¼” x 4 ¾” 
A. 6-49979  Winter Station  $79.99  NEW

AF WORK CREW PEOPLE PACK
New to the American Flyer line, this 5-figure work crew will 
work hard around your S Gauge layout.
B. 6-49977  AF Work Crew People Pack $26.99  NEW!

C. 6-49978  AF Classics Catalogs Billboard Set  $12.99  NEW!
• Six images on three cards with three frames 
• Dimensions: 4 ½” x 2 ¾”  

S-SCALE TELEPHONE POLES
These highly-realistic telephone poles are great additions to 
any traditional or scale layout.
Features:
• Pack of six poles
•  Insulators, transformers, and lights on poles as depicted in 

image
•  Metal details
• Height: Approx. 5 3/8”
D. 6-49872 S-Scale Telephone Poles $39.99

D.

A.

B.

C.

NEW

ACCESSORIES
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E. 6-49877 Elevated Gilbert Oil Tank $79.99
•  A great match for the previously released 6-49851 

Oil Storage Tank 
•  Metal platform and walkways
•  Operating yard light 
•  Elevated oil tank
•  Dimensions: 4” x 7” x 5” 

F. 6-49876 Water Tower With Shed $89.99 
•  Illuminated interior
•  Realistic structural details
•  Dimensions: Approx. 8 ½” x 6 ½” x 5 ½” 

G. 6-49847 Floodlight Tower $99.99
•  Metal platform, ladder, and lamp sockets
•  Four operating lights
•  Dimensions: 5” x 6” x 13”

H. 6-49081  70-ton Die-cast Metal Sprung Trucks with 
Rotating Bearing Caps (pair) $24.99 NEW! 
•  Die-cast side frames
•  Stamped metal bolster
•  Removable operating traditional S Gauge coupler
•  Rotating bearing caps
•   NMRA compliant hi-rail wheelsets

I. 6-49845 Truss Bridge $22.99
•  Stamped metal base
•  Plastic truss girder sides
•  Length: 10 ¾”
•  Width: 4 ¾”

6-49830 S Gauge Fiber Pins (not shown) $2.19
6-49831 S Gauge Steel Pins (not shown) $2.19

F.

E.

D.

I.

H.

G.

NEW
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A. 6-49852 10” Straight Track  $5.99

B. 6-49862 30” Straight Track $15.99

C. 6-49858 Transition Track $9.99
•  Connects with traditional American  

Flyer track 
•  Length: 5” 

D. 6-49867 5” Half Straight Track $5.49

A.

B.

C.

D.

NEW

6-49892 R27 Half Curve Track  $7.99 NEW!
•  27" Radius Or 54" Diameter
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E. 6-49854 10” Terminal Track $8.99

F. 6-49878 Half R20 Curve Track  $5.99 
•  20” Radius Or 40” Diameter 
 

G. 6-49853 R20 Curve Track $6.49
•  12 30-Degree Sections Per Circle 
•  20” Radius Or 40” Diameter 

H. 6-49859 R27 Wide Radius Curve $8.49 
•  27” Radius Or 54” Diameter 
 

F.

G.

H.

E.

More track options for your layout! Expand your empire with crossings, crossovers, bumpers, switches, and more straight and curve options.
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NEW
A. 6-49863 45-Degree Crossover $25.99
•  Length: Approx. 9” X 9” 

B. 6-49864 90-Degree Crossover  $25.99
•  Length: Approx. 7.89” X 7.89” 

C. 6-49866 Straight Track With
Lighted Bumper $32.99
•  Illumination On Bumper Head
•  Two Per Package
•  Length: 6.40”

A.

B.

C.

D.
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NEW

O U R  A F  FAS T R A C K  L I N E  I S  E X PA N D I N G !

AF FASTRACK SWITCHES
Bulletproof switches are the foundation of 
any track system. They allow you to grow and 
expand your layout. AF FasTrack switches are 
second to none when it comes to durability 
and innovative features. Manual, Remote, and 
Command switches are all available for each 
type of switch offered.

The new AF Command Control switches can 
be activated with a CAB-1, CAB-1L, or CAB-2 
remote controller. 
D. 6-49857 R20 Left Hand Remote Switch 
$99.99
6-49856 R20 Right Hand Remote Switch 
(not shown) $99.99
6-49868 R20 Left Hand Manual Switch (not 
shown) $49.99
6-49869 R20 Right Hand Manual Switch (not 
shown) $49.99
6-49870 R20 Left Hand Command Control 
Switch (not shown) $119.99
6-49871 R20 Right Hand Command Control 
Switch (not shown) $119.99

E.
F.

G.

H.

E. 6-49891 Grade Crosssing 
•  Length: 10"   $19.99 NEW!

F. 6-49893 Earthen Bumper 
•  Works with all AF FasTrack®

•  Two per package
•  Length: 3 5/8”   $12.99 NEW!

G. 6-49895 Uncoupling FasTrack® Section 
•  Length: 5"   $42.99 NEW!

H. 6-49085 AF FasTrack® Activator Rail 
•  Length: 10"   $19.99NEW!
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NEW
A. 6-49889 Figure 8 Add-On Track Pack $84.99 NEW! 

Pack Includes:
•  6 AF FasTrack R20 Curve Track
• 4 AF FasTrack 5” Straight Track
• 1 AF Fastrack 90-degree Crossover

B. 6-49890 Inner Passing Loop Add-On Track Pack 
$126.99 NEW!

Pack Includes:
•  1 Left Hand Manual AF FasTrack R20 Switch
• 1 Right Hand Manual AF FasTrack R20 Switch
• 4 AF FasTrack R20 Curves

A.

B.
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D. 6-49991 Siding Track Add-On Track Pack  $99.99 
NEW!

Pack Includes:
•  1 Left Hand R20 Manual Switch
• 3 10” Straight Track 
• 1 AF Bumper

C. 6-49990 Outer Passing Loop Add-On Track Pack 
$154.99 NEW!

Pack Includes:
•  1 Left Hand R20 Manual Switch
• 1 Right Hand R20 Manual Switch
• 4 R20 Curve Track
• 5 10” Straight Track

D.

C.


